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Abstract— The possibility to distinguish between different
sea ice types in the marginal ice zone in the Greenland Sea
using ERS-2 SAR is investigated. Statistical, textural and
spectral features derived from ERS-2 SAR images and ice
concentrations from 85 GHz SSM/I data are analyzed us-
ing Learning Vector Quantization. The proposed method is
useful for resolving ambiguities arising from frost flowers or
pancake ice with very high backscatter values similar to the
wind roughened sea surface.

I. Introduction

It is difficult to interprete the Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) images recorded with the European Remote Sens-
ing Satellite (ERS-2) since it only operates at one frequency
and one polarization for sending and receiving. In addition,
the signal is degraded by the multiplicative speckle noise.
The ambiguities in the normalized radar cross section σ0

do in general not allow unique assignments to sea ice types
with simple threshold techniques. Statistical, textural, and
spectral features have been used by many authors in order
to resolve these ambiguities. However, there are no consis-
tent statements which features are best suited for sea ice
classification. In this paper we present a semi-automatic
approach for ERS-SAR sea ice classification by using im-
age processing, neural network, and (optional) data fusion
(with SSM/I) techniques.

II. Data

This paper is based on results of the Arctic Radiation
and Turbulence Interaction STudy (ARTIST), which was
conducted in the environment of the Svalbard archipelago
in March and April 1998 [1], [2]. During ARTIST several
satellite under-flights were carried out with the research
aircraft Polar 2 and 4 of the Alfred Wegener Institute for
Polar and Marine Research (AWI) while operating non-
imaging dual-polarized 19 and 37 GHz microwave radiome-
ters, line scanners, radiation thermometer, and a laser al-
timeter, as well as several sensors for measuring meteoro-
logical parameters.
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project was funded by the Commission of the European Community
under contract Nr. ENV4-CT97-0497-0487 (DG12-ESCY).

III. Technique

Statistical, textural, and spectral features are derived
from ERS-2 SAR images using a sliding calculation win-
dow containing N pixels. Ice concentrations are derived
from SSM/I data corresponding to the SAR pixels. Thus,
the feature vectors f = (f1, f2, .., fM ) for each SAR pixel
span a M -dimensional vector space. We discuss the seven
features given in Table I. The processing chain includes the
following steps: calibration, linear incidence angle normal-
ization, feature calculation, selection of areas for training
and testing, neural network training, classification, valida-
tion.

A. Incidence angle dependence

The backscatter σ0 (in dB) is approximately a linear
function of the incidence angle θ [3]. Within the overlap
of the ascending and descending branch of the orbit each
pixel is measured at two incidence angles,

σ0(θ1) = A+Bθ1

σ0(θ2) = A+Bθ2. (1)

B. Co-Occurrence Texture

The Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) contains
the conditional-joint probabilities (Pij) of all pairwise com-
binations of grey levels separated by a distance r. We use
the Grey-Level Co-occurrence Linked List (GLCLL) ap-
proach for fast calculation of entropy (ENT), dissimilarity
(DIS), and contrast (CON) [4]. The used parameters are:
window size N = 64× 64 pixels, distance r = 1, and num-
ber of grey-levels G = 32. The GLCLL algorithm takes
about 8 minutes for 4000 × 4000 pixels using a 1.5 GHz
PC with these parameters.

C. Normalized Extension Difference

The spectral moments,

Mmn =
∫
d2F (k)kmx k

n
y ; m,n = 0, 1, 2 (2)

are calculated in boxes of 128 × 128 pixels (3200 m ×
3200 m), where F (k) is the spectral image energy distribu-
tion and kx/y is the wave number in azimuth and range di-
rection, respectively. The normalized difference of the spec-
tral energy extension between azimuth and range, short



TABLE I

Features derived from ERS-SAR and SSM/I data.

feature rule

MEAN f1 = 1
N

∑N
i=1 σ

0(i)
LEE f2 = LEEFILTER(σ0(i), N)
ENT f3 = −

∑G
i,j=1 Pij logPij

DIS f4 =
∑G
i,j=1 Pij |i− j|

CON f5 =
∑G
i,j=1 Pij(i− j)2

NED f6 = (M20 −M02)/(M20 +M02)
ASI f7 = CASI (SSM/I ice conc.)

normalized extension difference (NED), is derived from the
moments according to [5],

NED =
M20 −M02

M20 +M02
(3)

The NED can be used to distinguish between the ice-free
and sea ice covered ocean due to changes in the ocean wave
dynamics.

D. Sea ice concentration

The ARTIST Sea Ice (ASI) algorithm is a hybrid al-
gorithm combining the model of [6] used for ice-covered
regions with the NASA-TEAM algorithm [7] used for the
ice-free ocean. This approach takes advantage of the low
sensitivity of the 19 GHz channels to atmospheric effects
and of the high resolution of the 85 GHz channels [9], [10].
The gridding and interpolation of the ASI sea ice concen-
tration CASI data to the ERS-SAR image-grid was per-
formed using continuous curvature splines in tension [11].

E. Input scaling

We have scaled each feature fi to the range [0,1] by using
the hyperbolic tangent function

ni =
1
2

(tanh(
fi(x)− µfi

σfi
) + 1), (4)

with mean µfi and standard deviation σfi once only com-
puted for all of the used data.

F. Classification

A supervised neural network learning architecture was
used for classification, namely Kohonen’s Learning Vector
Quantization (LVQ) [12]. LVQ approximates the probabil-
ity density functions by a set of optimally placed vectors
which are called codebook vectors (CV). The codebook is
generated by learning from examples of class labeled fea-
ture vectors (training data). Representative examples of
all occurring classes have to be selected. An example of a
dataset and its LVQ-classification result is shown in Figure
1.

Fig. 1. Feature space of data including open water (OW, blue),
young/new ice (NI, green), first-year ice (FY, red), multi-year ice
(MY, yellow), and frost flower covered ice (FR, light green). The po-
sitions of the CVs which were used for classification are indicated with
crosses. This example only demonstrates the LVQ method. Normally
used larger numbers of CVs and higher dimensional feature spaces
provide better approximation of the Bayesian boundaries and higher
classification accuracies.

IV. Results

A. Compacted MIZ

We analyzed four ERS-2 SAR images (desc. orbit 15380,
frames 1917, 1935, 12:52 ; asc. orbit 15384, frames 1647,
1665, 19:31) of the MIZ in the Fram Strait showing a
compacted ice edge. In spite of the on-ice wind forcing
on March 30th, a large tongue of pancake and grease ice
evolved.

The ice drift from consecutive SAR images was esti-
mated which agreed well to the trajectory of the ARTIST
drift-buoy 9372. An average incidence angle dependence
of B = −0.3 ± 0.1 deg/dB was estimated using (1). The
aircraft measurements and observations (15:11-17:57, 600
m flight level, 500 km profiled data) were co-located to
the ERS-2 SAR image pixels using aircraft position data
(GPS, tilt, heading) and assuming uniform ice motion. We
derived PR and GR values from the AWI radiometer data
according to [7]. A simple threshold classification in the ro-
tated (PR,GR) space (axis through FY- and MY-cluster)
was applied for a color coded visualization of five surface
classes (open water, pancake, nilas, first- and multi-year
ice) along the flight track in the ERS-2 SAR image. The
SAR image was annotated with the surveillance logs in
addition for further ice type discrimination. Thus, the
visual interpretation of the SAR image has been greatly
eased. About 60 homogeneous areas of eight different sur-
face types were manually selected. In addition to the five
types mentioned above, we discriminated grease and brash
ice as well as polynya regions. The calculated features
(Tab. I) of the selected areas were used for training and
testing of the neural network, respectively.

We found that these eight surface types can be used for
a consistent classification with errors arising mostly from



Fig. 2. The marginal ice zone near Svalbard on April 6th, 1998.
A thematic map derived from ERS-2 SAR images (orbit: 15480,
frames:1935, 1917) is overlaid by ice concentration isolines from
SSM/I (white) and ERS-2 (black) data. Three surface type classes
have been indicated: Open water (blue), first- and multi-year ice
(red), new ice (green) and brash (magenta).

a confusion of first- and multi-year ice types. ENT was
needed for the detection of brash ice. CON or DIS in com-
bination with ASI or NED were useful for the detection of
pancakes and grease within the ice free ocean. NED was
highly correlated to the ice concentration ASI (swell was
propagating in the MIZ). The Lee-filtered (N = 7× 7) im-
age resolves leads and nilas between the ice floes. A five
dimensional feature space (MEAN, LEE, ENT, CON and
ASI) yields the best classification results in terms of con-
sistency with aircraft data.

B. Diffuse MIZ

In early April a cold-air outbreak with off-ice northerly
winds across the MIZ caused a diffuse ice edge in the Fram
Strait region. Four different surface types can be distin-
guished by using the two features MEAN and LEE (Fig.
2). The textural and spectral features provided no addi-
tional conducive information.

C. Comparison of SAR and SSM/I ice concentration

The resolution of CERS was reduced by a convolution
with the 85-GHz SSM/I antenna pattern approximated
using a Gaussian kernel (Fig. 2). The mean deviation
CASI − CERS was about one percent with a standard de-
viation of eight percent and a correlation of 0.96.

D. Frost flowers

Low surface air temperatures (-35..-40◦C) promoted
frost flower growth on the surface of young sea ice the days
before March 12th. Backscatter values as high as those
from the wind-roughened ice-free sea surface are caused by

the high-salinity slush layer beneath the crystals [8]. We
successfully distinguished the ice-free ocean from young
sea ice covered with frost flowers by means of the mean
backscatter in combination with the ice concentration CASI
(Fig. 1).

V. Conclusions

The advantages and weaknesses of seven different image
features for ERS-2 SAR sea ice analysis were investigated.
We found textural and spectral features to be most use-
ful applied to on-ice wind conditions for the detection of
brash and pancake ice. The fast GLCLL approach makes
the calculation of texture features feasible in an operational
environment. We demonstrated the use of a 85-GHz SSM/I
and ERS-2 SAR data fusion technique for frost flower de-
tection. The LVQ neural network classification was found
to be very flexible by learning from examples. Ice concen-
trations derived from 85-GHz SSM/I data using the ASI
algorithm agreed well with those derived from ERS-2 SAR
data.
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